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As the championship ring, it is extremely large and invincibly strong.
It is fundamentally different from the traditional fighting arena.
This ring has an area of   10,000 square meters, and is a huge place with
a length and a width of 100 meters!
And most importantly, this arena is not the kind of traditional fighting, the
ground is made of cement or composite materials. It is made of steel that is
half a meter thick!
This is an extremely huge project. Even if the cart is crushed on it, there is
no problem. But now, it is used to build the championship ring. It can be
seen how destructive the Innate Realm Dzogchen master is. powerful.
Even so, the official knows that even the ground made of stainless steel is
estimated to be unbearable from the ravages of the eight innate realms of
Dzogchen masters.
So the most important thing is to take complete safety measures to protect so
many spectators present. The spectators must not be harmed in the front.
After all, this is a contest between the Dzogchen masters of the Innate
Realm, even if it is a little bit. Injury by mistake is a devastating blow to
ordinary warriors.
After all the preparations were made, this much-anticipated championship
game began to officially unfold.
After the host generously announced the start of the game, the first person
soon appeared in the ring.
He is not who, it is Zhongjing Junichiro, a super strong who was easily
defeated by Lin Ziming. He did not walk up the stairs to the ring, but
directly from his seat at a distance of more than 30 meters. It bounced up
like a huge spring, and then the middle of the toe tapped the middle railing,
and the whole person descended on the ring in a very cool manner.
His hand came to the stage, but countless people on the spot applauded and
cheered for him, especially the warriors of the Sun Country under the stage,
who blushed with excitement and shouted cheering loudly, long live!
The atmosphere that was originally agitated was even more directly ignited
at this moment, exploding even more, and more passionate!
I have to say that Junichiro Zhongjing’s strength is indeed very impressive.
He was originally an excellent master of the Innate Realm Dzogchen, and he
is also very high in the international master list with high gold content.
Especially he is only 39 years old this year, the golden age.
After he was easily defeated by Lin Ziming that day, although he was
depressed for a while, he immediately began to cheer up. Not only did he
not regress in his realm, but he became more diligent!
Now his energy and spirit are more concentrated and fuller, and his strength
has improved a lot compared to when he first faced Lin Ziming.
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In the arena, he did not have the aura to conceal himself, but released it to
his heart’s content!
There was a boom.
The audience all felt the terrifying aura released from him! For them, they
only felt the darkness in front of them, as if they were being pressed by a
large mountain above their heads, they were almost unable to breathe!
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